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Literature review
Developmental coordination disorders (DCD) affect approximately 

6% of school aged children and significantly impair their activities of 
daily living and their academic performance. These impairments are 
not explicable by age, IQ or neurological condition.1,2 Some studies 
suggest that deficits in motor coordination among children with DCD 
could be related to sensory processing difficulties (SPD) affecting 
their motor acuity and their perceptual processes.3,4

The phenomenon of SPD is known to be prevalent among 5-15% 
of the population.5 SPD represent the inability of the central nervous 
system to modulate the degree, intensity, and nature of responses 
to sensory input. Thus, SPD may result in sensory hyper or hypo 
sensitivity.6 Individuals with hypersensitivity have low neurological 
threshold to sensation and thus respond to sensation faster, with more 
intensity for a longer duration.7 They may experience non aversive 

stimuli as painful and thus express aggressive behaviours, withdrawal, 
irritability, moodiness, and poor socialization. On the other hand, 
individuals with sensory hyposensitivity have high neurological 
threshold to sensation and thus experience difficulties in detecting 
incoming sensory information. They are described as unmotivated or 
self-absorbed. Some people with hyposensitivity counter act to their 
high neurological threshold and actively seek for rich sensory stimuli 
- they enjoy rich sensory environment and actively initiate behaviours 
that create sensations.8

Studies that focused on SPD among children with DCD referred 
to specific modalities - mainly to the visual and to the vestibular 
sensations. Wilson & McKenzie9 highlighted that visual-spatial 
processing; kinaesthetic perception and cross-modal integration in 
DCD may be impaired and affect children’s movement performance. 
Indeed, visual-spatial processing and visual-kinesthetic integration 
which are prerequisites for motor control and stability are impaired 
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Abstract

Objective: Movement is dependent on sensory input. Both Developmental 
Coordination Disorders (DCD) and sensory processing difficulties (SPD) may reduce 
child’s self-competence and daily function. However, the knowledge about SPD 
among children with DCD and their relation to their motor performance and self-
competence is scarce. This study aimed to (1) compare sensory processing abilities 
and self competence between children with DCD and typical controls (2) examine the 
relationship between SPD, DCD severity and child’s perceived competence among 
children with DCD. 

Methods: The study included 90 children aged 4-10 years: 32 children with DCD 
and 58 typical controls. All children performed the Movement Assessment Battery 
for children (M-ABC). Those who scored lower than the 15% on the M-ABC were 
included in the study group. The parents of all children completed the Short Sensory 
Profile (SSP) which evaluates the child’s sensory processing abilities in daily life. 
Children with DCD also completed the Pictorial Scale of Perceived Competence and 
Acceptance for Young Children. 

Results: One third of the DCD group showed SPD as compared to 0% of the controls 
(χ²2=29.11;p<.0001). Among children with DCD, SPD severity correlated with lower 
balance and manual dexterity. Manual dexterity predicted 32% of child’s physical 
competence. Auditory/visual sensitivity added 17% to this prediction. 

Conclusion: SPD may be prevalent among children with DCD and partially explain 
their motor difficulties. However, motor difficulties seem to have a greater impact on 
self-competence of children with DCD. Further studies with larger samples should 
examine the relationship between DCD, SPD and self competence. SPD and self 
competence should be included in the intervention for children with DCD.

Keywords: sensory processing, sensory profile, motor performance, self-
competence, Developmental Coordination Disorders, child development 
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among 73–87% of children with DCD.10 some studies suggest 
that specific brain areas that integrate sensory information are less 
activated among children with DCD. For example, Kashiwagi et al.11 
argued that lower activation of the left posterior parietal cortex which 
integrates multimodal sensory information may lead to visual-motor 
deficits.

In addition to difficulties in motor performance, children with 
DCD, similar to children with SPD, frequently deal with emotional 
and cognitive burdens that may impair their function in daily life, lead 
to difficulties in self-maintenance, as well as to reduced academic 
achievement and to social isolation.12–14 These negative experiences 
may lead to lower self efficacy and competence.15

In middle childhood, children have domain-specific evaluations 
of their competence or adequacy in different aspects, for example, 
in regard to their scholastic, social, athletic competence and physical 
appearance, which contribute to their overall sense of global self-
worth.16,17 Studies show that children with DCD, even as young as 
five years old, frequently report that they do not feel competent in 
performing daily activities.18 Engel-Yeger & Kasis15 found that 
children with DCD aged 5-9 reported significantly lower self efficacy 
in regard to self-care, school/productivity and leisure activities than 
typical peers.

The literature stresses the necessity to consider possible factors 
involved in DCD pathogenesis and their impacts on child’s well-
being. Yet, the existing knowledge about SPD in DCD is limited. 
Most studies measured sensory processing in specific sensory systems 
using laboratory settings. More information is needed regarding the 
prevalence of SPD among children with DCD, as expressed in all 
sensory modalities and in daily life scenarios. Moreover, knowledge 
about the interaction between movement performance, SPD and 
child’s self-efficacy and competence should be elaborated. Based on 
the above, the aims of the present study were: (1) To profile sensory 
processing difficulties (SPD) of children with DCD and to compare 
SPD prevalence between children with DCD and typical controls 
(2) To compare children’s perceived self competence and social 
acceptance between children with DCD and typical controls (3) To 
examine the relationship between SPD severity, DCD severity and 
child’s perceived competence and acceptance among the DCD group. 
(4) To examine the ability of SPD to predict motor performance and 
also examine the contribution of SPD and motor performance to the 
prediction of self competence among the DCD group. 

Methods
Participants

Participants were 90 children, aged –10.30 years. All children 
studied in mainstream public kindergartens and schools. Children’s 
familial socioeconomic status ranged from low to high, in accordance 
with parents’ reports about their mean income level per month and the 
values published by the Central Bureau for Statistics in Israel.19 Table 
1 summarizes the socio-demographic information of both groups. 

The study group included 32 children with DCD, as diagnosed 
by a pediatrician/developmental neurologist as suffering from DCD, 
according to the DSM-V criteria, and by occupational therapists who 
examined the children by using the Movement Assessment Battery 
for Children (MABC) [20]. All the children in the study group scored 
below the 15th percentile in the MABC, indicating their risk for 

motor difficulties. The control group included 58 children with typical 
development, who scored above the 15th percentile on the MABC. The 
description of scores and differences between groups is presented in 
Table 2. 

Table 1 Participants’ socio-demographic data

Children 
with DCD
(n=32)

Typical 
controls
(n=58)

Gender Number of 
boys

20 31

Number of 
girls

12 27

Child’s mean age 5.69±1.41 6.09±1.83

Mother’s years of education 15.91±2.27 16.28±2.34

Familial
Socioeconomic 
status (%)

Low 12.5 6.9

Average 31.3 58.6

High 56.3 34.5

Table 2 Comparison of MABC scores between groups (lower scores = 

better performance)

Children with 
DCD
(n=32)

Typical controls
(n=58)

Mean SD Mean SD

Mean of 
Manual 
Dexterity 
Total Score

8.01 2.58 2.66 2.59 F1,87=84.04***

Mean of Ball 
Skills Total 
Score

2.86 2.37 .79 1.56 F1,87=22.93***

Mean of 
Balance 
Total Score

3.64 2.46 .47 .56 F1,87=86.94***

Total MABC 
score 14.93 4.01 4.31 2.77 t88=-14.72***

MABC 
percentile 7.25 4.05 50.79 24.76 t88=9.85***

*** p≤.001

A significant difference between the groups was found in familial 
socioeconomic status (χ²=6.31; p=.04). Exclusion criteria were 
positive neurological findings, chronic diseases and syndromes, 
unfixed sensory impairments (such as glasses for visual impairments), 
or treatment with medications that affect the functioning of the 
nervous system. 

Instruments

i. Demographic questionnaire: This questionnaire was designed by 
the authors and included data on family socio-demographic status, 
child’s health status, medications, treatments, and para-medical 
therapies. The questionnaire was filled by the children’s parents.
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ii. Movement assessment battery for children (MABC)20: The 
MABC provides an indication of motor functioning across fine 
and gross motor tasks for children 4-12 years old. There are four 
age-related item sets, which measure manual dexterity, ball skills, 
static balance, and dynamic balance. Each set consists of eight 
items and scores range from 0 to 5 on each item, resulting in a total 
score between 0 to 40 per set. The MABC has good psychometric 
properties.20

iii. The short sensory profile (SSP)21: This is a shorter version of 
the Sensory,8 an instrument used for evaluating sensory processing 
abilities. The SSP is based on the report of the child’s main 
caregiver. It is comprised of the 38 items that demonstrated the 
highest discriminative power of atypical sensory processing among 
all the items from the longer version of the Sensory Profile. The 
seven sections of the SSP found in a normative sample are Tactile 
Sensitivity; Test/Smell Sensitivity; Movement Sensitivity; Under-
responsive/Seeks Sensation; Auditory Filtering; Low Energy/
Weak; and Visual/Auditory Sensitivity. Internal consistency of 
the sections within the scale ranged from .70 to .90 [8]. Internal 
validity correlations for the sections ranged from .25 to .76 and 
were all significant at p<.01. Initial studies of the validity of the 
SSP demonstrated discriminate validity of>95% in identifying 
children with and without sensory modulation difficulties.21 Items 
are scored on a five-point scale. Both section scores and a total 
score are recorded on the SSP. The possible range of raw scores on 
the total scale is 38 to 190, with higher scores (155-190) reflecting 
normal performance. A score of 142-154 reflects a probable 
difference in performance, while a score of 38-141 reflects a 
definite difference in performance.8

iv. The pictorial scale of perceived competence and social 
acceptance for young children (PSPC)22:This assessment was 
designed for children in kindergarten and 1st–2nd classes. It evaluates 
Cognitive Competence, Physical Competence, Peer Acceptance, 
and Maternal Acceptance. Each of the four subscales is comprised 
of six items, constituting a total of 24 items presented in a booklet 
of pictures of children performing activities related to the different 
subscales. When presenting each picture, the respondent is read a 
brief statement about the child in the picture; for example: “This 
child is good at doing puzzles and this child isn’t very good”. The 
respondent is first asked to pick the child in the picture that is 
mostly like him/her, and then to indicate whether that child is a 
lot like him/her or just a little like him/her. The child’s choices are 
coded in the form of a score from 1(low competence) to 4 (high 

competence). Mean score is calculated for each subscale. 

Procedure

Ethical approval for this study was provided by the Israeli Ministry 
of Education. All parents signed a consent form allowing their 
children to participate in the study and completed the demographic 
questionnaire. A meeting was set with all children who fulfilled the 
inclusion criteria in their homes (control group) or at the clinic (study 
group). All evaluations were administered to each child individually 
in a quiet room while the parents completed the SSP.

Data analysis
Descriptive statistics were used to describe the sample and the 

main variables. T-test and Chi square test analyzed the differences 
between the groups in regard to socio-demographic parameters, in their 
dominant hand and in their sensory performance range distribution. 
MANCOVA with familial socio-economic status serving as covariate 
was performed to examine the significance of the differences between 
groups in regard to the dependent variables. The differences between 
the groups in the total scores of the MABC and SSP were analyzed 
by t-test. Chi square analysis examined whether differences exist 
between groups in the percentage of children found in each of the 
sensory level of performance.

Partial correlation test examined the significance of correlations 
between the dependent variables among the DCD group with familial 
socio-economic status serving as covariate. A linear regression analysis 
was applied to test the relative contribution of group membership and 
SPD to the prediction of motor performance and self competence. The 
level of significance was set at .05 for all statistical tests. 

Results
Sensory processing abilities of children with DCD as 
compared to typical controls

Significant differences were found between both groups in all SSP 
scales–children with DCD showed elevated sensitivity and greater 
tendency of sensory seeking/under responsiveness than the typical 
control (Table 3). 

A significant greater prevalence of movement sensitivity, under-
responsiveness/sensation seeking and low energy was found among 
children with DCD as compared to the control group – a significant 
higher percentage of children with DCD was found in the “definite 
difference level” of these SSP subscales (Table 4). 

Table 3 Comparison of SSP sum-scores between both groups

 DCD (n=32) Controls (n=58)

SSP subtest Mean SD Range Mean SD Range

Tactile sensitivity 30.22 4.21 17-35 32.39 2.78 23-35 F1,87=8.57**

Taste/smell sensitivity 16.34 3.91 7-20 17.72 2.64 10-20 F1,87=3.87*

Under responsive/seek 26.84 5.41 15-35 31.77 3.58 21-35 F1,87=25.62***

Auditory filtering 25.12 3.82 13-30 27.53 2.37 21-30 F1,87=13.29***

Low energy/ weak 23.34 4.69 11-30 28.27 2.27 23-30 F1,87=42.67***

Total 153.84 23.46 83-190 175.11 11.97 147-
190 t88=5.67***

*p≤.05; ** p≤.01; *** p≤.001
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Table 4 The percentage of children from each group in each sensory level of performance

 Typical performance Probable difference Definite difference

SSP subtest DCD controls DCD controls DCD controls χ2

Tactile sensitivity 62.5 84.5 25 12.1 12.5 3.4 5.91*

Taste/smell sensitivity 65.6 86.2 12.5 8.6 21.9 5.2 6.59*

Movement sensitivity 59.4 79.3 9.4 15.5 31.3 5.2 11.43**

Underresponsive/seek 50 89.7 15.6 8.6 34.4 1.7 21.63***

Auditory filtering 81.3 96.6 12.5 3.4 6.3 0 6.69*

Low energy/weak 37.5 81 9.4 17.2 53.1 1.7 34.08***

Visual/auditory sensitivity 62.5 96.6 21.9 3.4 15.6 0 18.89***

Total 53.1 98.3 18.8 1.7 28.1 0 29.11***

p ≤ 0.05*; p ≤ 0.01**; p ≤ 0.001*** 

Children’s perceived self competence and social acceptance of children with DCD as compared to typical 
controls 

No significant difference was found between both groups in their PSPC scores. However, children with DCD reported lower perceived 
competence than the controls in all PSCS subscales except for Maternal Acceptance. The difference between groups was significant when 
comparing specific items of the PSPC in which children with DCD reported significant lower scores: “Good at counting” (for kindergartens)/” Can 
write words” (for school aged children) (related to the cognitive subscale) (mean typical=4.01±.01;mean DCD=3.73±.54; F=6.35,p=.001);”Good 
at skipping” (related to the physical subscale) (mean typical=3.92±.38,mean DCD=3.47±1.08; F=3.96,p=.05) and “ Eats dinner at friends’ 
house (for kindergartens)/” others sit next to you (for school aged children) (related to the peer acceptance subscale) (mean typical=3.62±.83; 
mean DCD=3.04±1.18;F=4.06, p=.05). Figure 1 depicts the comparison of PSPC scores between both groups. 

The relationship between motor performance, sensory processing and child’s perceived competence/ 
acceptance among the DCD group

When examining the correlations between MABC and SSP scores among the DCD group, lower manual dexterity significantly correlated 
with elevated movement sensitivity (r=-.43,p=.01), greater under-responsiveness/sensation seeking (r=-.37,p=.04) (since lower SSP scores 
represent atypical sensory processing and elevated MABC scores represent worse motor performance, the correlations are marked in minus). 
Lower balance skills significantly correlated with lower energy level (r=-.47,p=.008) and elevated auditory/visual sensitivity (r=-.52,p=.003).

The correlations between PSPC, MABC and SSP scores among the DCD group revealed that reduced physical acceptance significantly 
correlated with lower manual dexterity (r=.56,p=.006) and with elevated auditory/visual sensitivity (r=.46,p=.003). 

Figure 1 Comparing Perceived Competence and Social Acceptance 
between groups.

The ability of SPD to the predict motor performance 
and the contribution of SPD and motor performance 
to the prediction of self competence among the DCD 
group 

Elevated movement sensitivity accounted for 18% of the variance 
of lower manual dexterity. Low energy added 11% to this prediction. 

Elevated auditory/visual sensitivity accounted for 25% of the variance 
in regard to lower balance performance. Elevated movement sensitivity 
accounted for 17% of the variance in regard to lower general motor 
performance as presented by the total MABC score (Table 5).

When referring to PSPC scores–lower manual dexterity accounted 
for 32% of the variance in regard lower physical competence while 
elevated auditory/visual sensitivity added 17% to this prediction.
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Table 5 Predicting motor performance by groups and sensory processing abilities

Model 1 Model 2
Variable B SE B β B SE B β

Manual Dexterity

Movement sensitivity -.34 .13 -.42* -.53 .16 -.66*

Low energy .23 .11 .41*

R2 18 29

F1,31 for change in R2 6.45* 4.68*

Balance

Auditory/visual sensitivity -.26 .08 -.50**

R2 25

F1,31 for change in R2 10.18**

Total MABC score

Movement sensitivity -.51 .21 -.41**

R2 17

F1,31 for change in R2 5.99*

Physical competence

Manual Dexterity .12 .04 .56** .11 .03 .53**

Movement sensitivity .05 .02 .49*

R2 32 49

F1,31 for change in R2 9.92** 5.78*

* p≤.05; ** p≤.01

Discussion
The present study profiled SPD among children with DCD and 

examined the relationship between SPD, motor performance and 
child’s perceived self-competence. This study suggests that elevated 
prevalence of SPD may characterize children with DCD and that SPD 
may be considered as a possible mechanism involved in DCD. This 
finding supports previous reports.21–23 This involvement may have 
unique expressions in specific modalities and behaviours and partially 
explain the motor difficulties of children with DCD. Hence, it is 
recommended to evaluate the sensory profile of children with DCD, 
as a complementary to the assessment of child’s motor performance. 
Parents’ report regarding SPD expressions in daily life of their child, 
as reflected by the SSP, may elevate their awareness to the possible 
involvement of SPD in DCD regarding daily functional aspects.

In the present study, SPD unique expressions were extremely 
emphasized in relation to greater movement sensitivity, lower energy 
level (which represents insufficient proprioception processing) and 
under-responsiveness/sensation seeking, all of which are known to 
be significantly associated with movement control.24 This association 
may provide a possible explanation for the impaired balance of 
children with DCD, their lower abilities to regulate muscle activity 
which is less uniform and consistent25 and their difficulties in acquiring 
motor skills based on the integration of vestibular and proprioceptive 
information.26 

Indeed, among the DCD group, movement sensitivity, auditory/
visual sensitivity, lower energy and under-responsiveness/sensation 
seeking significantly correlated specifically with balance performance 
and manual dexterity. These results were strengthened by the ability of 
SPD to predict motor performance among children with DCD. Lower 

motor performance was significantly predicted by elevated movement 
sensitivity. Movement sensitivity as well as low energy (difficulties 
in processing proprioceptive information) significantly predicted 
lower Manual Dexterity in which acuity is heavily dependent on 
adequate postural control and proper feedback that comes from the 
proprioceptive system. Roche et al.27 claimed that children with DCD 
present inaccurate movements since they are either not aware to 
the sensory information to detect errors or they do not use sensory 
feedback to correct their motor actions. 

The present study also found that reduced balance performance 
was predicted by elevated auditory/visual sensitivity. This supports 
previous reports that highlight the significant role of difficulties in the 
visual and auditory processing to the motor coordination difficulties 
of individuals with DCD.3,4,13,27,28 For example, studies found that 
deficiencies in auditory/visual processing lead to difficulties in rhythm 
and timing experienced by children with DCD,29–31 as expressed in 
finger tapping performance of children with DCD which was less 
accurate and more variable in frequency and coordination.27 

Hence, SPD may impair the ability to correct errors in position, and 
to modulate acuity, velocity, and force of movement.23,26,32 Problems 
in the modulation and integration of sensory input coming from the 
vestibular, proprioception, visual and auditory systems may reduce 
motor performance, and mainly balance and manual dexterity.33 The 
relationship between deficiencies in sensory processing and impaired 
motor control due to possible mutual neurodevelopmental underlying 
mechanisms may be supported by fact that SPD is highly prevalent 
among other co morbidities of DCD such as ADHD.34 Studies 
highlight the frequent motor impairments of children with ADHD that 
include insufficient balance control and reduced manual dexterity.35,36 
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The sensory and motor difficulties that children with DCD may 
experience have significant negative implications on child’s daily 
life and self competence.37,38 The present study found that children 
with DCD expressed lower perceived self competence and social 
acceptance than typical controls. This difference was significant in 
specific items of the PSPC such as writing, skipping, which require 
coordination, rhythm and timing, and in items related to social 
interactions – all of which are known to be impaired among children 
with DCD.24 

The present study emphasized not only the relationship between 
SPD and motor performance, but also the ability of both factors to 
predict lower self competence of children with DCD. Specifically 
lower physical competence of the study group was predicted by manual 
dexterity and by auditory/visual sensitivity. These relationships may 
support the studies showing that children with DCD report about 
their lower self competence and efficacy in daily life in which 
manual dexterity is highly involved in self-care activities and school/
productivity activities mainly in regard to handwriting.37 Moreover, 
the literature emphasized that as worse was the motor performance, 
the lower was the self efficacy.39 Hence, when SPD is coupled with 
ineffective motor control among children with DCD it may enhance 
their difficulties in gross motor as well as in fine motor performance, 
reduce their ability to adaptively function in daily activities25,40,41 and 
to feel competent. 

Considering that lower self-competence, lower self-worth and 
social problems are common among children with DCD and have 
negative implications on their well being,42 further studies on larger 
samples and in variant age groups should be performed in order 
to better understand the relationship between these factors. This 
understanding may significantly contribute to the evaluation and 
intervention process and elevate child’s well being and quality of life. 
Moreover, the fact that children with DCD are able to report about 
their lower self competence supports the client cantered approach43 
and directs clinicians toward an intervention plan which is focused 
on the child’s specific needs. The children’s awareness to their 
difficulties may enhance their involvement in therapy, and lead to 
better intervention outcomes44 and limit social isolation,24 academic 
difficulties and mental problems.15

In conclusion, possible commonality may exist between DCD 
and SPD due to underlying neuro-developmental deficiency.45 The 
specific SPD patterns of children with DCD highlight that DCD 
evaluation should screen for SPD “red flags”. When SPD is presented, 
it is of most important to understand its relation to motor performance 
and to child’s function and self competence, as expressed in daily 
environments. Clinicians should elevate child/parents‘/teachers’ 
awareness to this relationships. Intervention should include sensory 
stimuli and sensory-motor integration in order to enhance the 
development of brain sensory-motor networks and related outcomes 
such as body scheme and motor control. Referring to co morbidities 
such as SPD may minimize DCD negative outcomes, reduce 
avoidance from physical activities; reduce loneliness and solitude and 
elevate self esteem and competence.39,46 In that way we can enhance 
the child’s optimal development and well being. 
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